#489 Red Armies vs. White Armies – Many Shall Be Made Red
We are now making the transition from The Genesis 19:24 Judgment on the USSR to Red
Armies vs. White Armies. Let’s explain where we are. We recently began unsealing Daniel
12:8 and Daniel 12:9. Then our focus turned to Daniel 12:10.
Daniel 12:10 (KJV) MANY SHALL BE PURIFIED, and MADE WHITE, and TRIED; but
the wicked shall do wickedly: and none of the wicked shall understand; but the wise shall
understand.
In Daniel 12:10 and Many Shall Be Made White, we began with the emphasis on white, but then
shifted our focus to the tried part of the verse in Thomas Paine and God Trying Men’s Souls,
which in turn was elaborated on through Pikes Peak and America the Beautiful. [Next came The
Unholy Concord and most recently The Genesis 19:24 Judgment on the USSR.] It worked well
to study the tried part of the verse, because it took us back in time to the Revolutionary War; we
could see the tried part of the verse extending from the ‘Thomas Paine’ Revolutionary War to the
‘Thomas Paine (of NASA)’ Cold War “time of the end” of the Soviet Union on December 8-10,
1991.
Now what we are going to do is once again focus on the white part of Daniel 12:10, referring to
many shall be made white, by going back to the beginning of the Soviet Union, during and postWorld War I. To gain our bearings, let’s summarize the two themes of Red and White at the
“time of the end” of the Soviet Union (which we have previously covered) and Red and White
at the beginning of the Soviet Union (which we will now cover, beginning with this Unsealing).
December 8-10, 1991

Reds became Whites

Red and White at the “time of the end” of the Soviet Union. We have already discussed Red
and White at the “time of the end” of the Soviet Union. That was the main point of Daniel 12:10.
The December 8-10, 1991, end of the Soviet Union meant that those within the realm of the
Soviet Union were no longer red through Communism, but white, through Democracy. The
Agreement on the Establishment of the Commonwealth of Independent States was signed in
Belarus, or White Russia, on December 8, 1991. The acceptance of the same by the parliament of
Belarus, or White Russia, occurred on December 10, 1991. These two happenings surrounding
White Russia were prophetically indicative of not just White Russia, but all of Russia (and soon
other former Soviet states), becoming white. In short, the Boris Yeltsin-led state of Russia itself
was becoming white Russia, instead of being the anchor of the Red Soviet Union. [Reference
Unsealing #446 for this same discussion about when Red Russians were made White Russians.]
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Red and White at the beginning of the Soviet Union. With all of
the above in mind, let’s now turn our attention to the beginning of
the Soviet Union, and we will find that it was entirely inundated
in the theme of Red vs. White, with the color red representing
Bolshevik Communism and white representing its adversaries.
Key Understanding: Reds vs.
whites. What we are
referring to is the Russian
Civil War between who were
literally called the Reds and
the Whites that occurred in
the years 1918-1920. The
Russian Civil War was won
by the Lenin and Trotsky-led
Bolsheviks, enabling them to fully establish the Soviet
Union. Many were made Red. (This is in contrast to when
the USSR later fell, at the “time of the end” of Daniel 12:810, when “many were made white” who were previously
Red.)
Daniel 12:10 (KJV) MANY SHALL BE PURIFIED, and
MADE WHITE [in the counterfeit, White Russia’s
White Army propaganda poster
parliament on December 10, 1991, approved the December
depicting a demonic Leon Trotsky
8, 1991, agreement to
end the Soviet Union and create the Commonwealth of
Independent States], and TRIED [in the counterfeit,
referring back to Thomas Paine and These are the times
that TRY men’s souls, also seen in Revelation 3:10 in the
letter to the Church in Philadelphia]; but the wicked shall
do wickedly: and none of the wicked shall understand;
but the wise shall understand.

1918 Bolshevik propaganda poster depicting Trotsky as
Saint George slaying the reactionary dragon of
counterrevolution. Trotsky was People’s Commissar of
War, and organizer of the Red Army.
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